


THE ZORN PALETTE 

LEFT Anders Zorn , 

Home Tunes , 1920, 

oil on canvas, 

120x75cm 

In this four-part series. ANN WITHERIDCE of London Fine Art 
Studios looks in depth at the four-colour Zorn palette. This month 
we will create a colour chart to explore the full range of possibilities. 

I 
n this article we will be continuing 

with our work on the Zorn palette, 

a limited set of four basic colours 

(black, white, red and yellow) that was 

often used by the Swedish master 

Anders Zorn. We will be looking in 

more detail at how to create a range 

of colours from the four pigments, 

while discussing colour mixing and 

making a colour chart. 

RECREATING A 
ZORN PALETTE 
Traditionally the four pigments used 

in the Zorn palette would have been 

Lead White, Yellow Ochre, Vermilion 

Red and Ivory Black. There are many 

modern equ ivalents and substitutes 

ava ilable to us and so it is important 

to find the right ones for you. 

I have been painting for 20 years 

and really love art materials, so I have 

become fussy about my favourite 

white, my favourite red and so on. 
This isn 't to say they are the best 

colours in each case, but simply that 

they are the ones that I like to use 

and I know how they behave in 

different situations. 

In many countries, Lead White 

pigment has been banned due to its 

toxicity. In Europe, it is still available 

for picture restorers, but it is no 

longer sold in tubes. In the US, 

however, it is currently available to 

artists. Many artists prefer Lead 

White as it is warmer than Titanium 

White and has such a beautiful 

density to it, making it ideal for thick, 

impasto painting. For this exercise, 

I'm going to keep it simple and use 

Michael Harding's Titanium White, 

although I do also use Zinc White 

sometimes and Rembrandt does a 
great Zinc-Titanium mix. 

With Yellow Ochre, there are 

hundreds of subtle varieties of ochre 

pigment which is made the same way 

today as it was during Renaissance 

times, grinding earth traditionally 

from Provence in France with linseed 

oil. It is a beautifully neutra l yellow, 

not sharp or chromatic like Cadmium 

Yellow. I love Sennelier's Yel low Ochre. 

I find the equivalent colour from other 

brands can be too green or orange, 

whereas Sennelier's is very neutral 

and the texture is dense but not gritty. 

With reds, Vermi lion is a beautiful 

warm colour, but it is a mercury 

compound and very expensive. It is 

soft and a little more orange than 

purple. Artists nowadays tend to use 

Cadmium Red Light as a substitute -

still a beautiful colour, though a little 

more chromatic. My favourite red is 

Old Holland's Cadmium Red Light. 

It is very expensive, but less so than 

true Vermilion and it lasts forever 
if you don't squeeze out more than 

you need as it is so pigment rich. 

For this article, I used Old Holland's 

Cadmium Red Scarlet instead as I ran 

out of my preferred colour and the 

two are very similar. 

The final colour in our Zorn palette 

is Ivory Black, which also has a lovely 

warm tone. It was often called Bone 

Black, as it was traditionally made by 

charring animal bones. I use Michael 

Harding's Ivory Black because it is 

we ll ground and has a nice flow to it. 

Some artists prefer Lamp Black or 

Mars Black, which are both a little 

cooler, softer and more opaque than 

Ivory Black. Over time you will get to 

know which colours work best for you .> 
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EXERCISE 1 
MIXING A COLOUR CHART 
Mixing a colour chart is a great way to 

discover for yourself just how many 

colours can be created with only four 
pigments. However, there is no magic 

trick to creating these colours, and 
nor can we be completely formulaic 

and rely on specific measurements. 
There are so many different paint 

manufacturers and so many different 

colours within each brand's range. 

The most important thing is to 

keep consistent and work with the 

brands that you like and are used to. 
This exercise will help you to 
familiarise yourself with your four 

chosen colours. 

THE PALETTE 
Lay out a generous amount of colour 

along the edge of the palette, working 

in order: white, yellow, red, black (in 

my case, this was Titanium White, 

Yellow Ochre, Cadmium Red Scarlet 

and Ivory Black, as discussed above). 

It is important in this exercise to 
LEFT Ann make sure you mix nice large mounds 

Witheridge, Figure, of paint. My partner Scott is really 

oil on canvas, generous with the paint and he has 

20x60cm these lovely pools of colour across 
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his palette, and as a consequence 

the painting process is more fluid 

and therefore easier. Though I find 

it really hard, I push myself to be 

generous with the paint and squeeze 

clean colours. 

I love the quote from Richard 

Schmid's Alla Prima book where he 
says: "The purpose of oil painting is 

not the salvation of paint". It is such 
an obvious statement and yet I am 

such a culprit - after all these years 

I still find it so hard to throw away old 
paint and I love to dig under the paint. 

You can see that in my figure painting 

[see opposite] where I have used just 

the Zorn palette. The colours were 

both mixed together and added as 
little independent accents. This is an 

example of me digging. The paint 

surface is mostly a mixture of fresh 

paint and old dried bits. 

THE SET-UP 
The best way to set out a colour chart 

is with a simple five- or six-step value 

scale going down the page and then 

the pure colours and their 

combinations going across the page. 
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As discussed in the first article, 

some artists like to think of black 

and white as devoid of colour and 

consider them merely as values, 

whereas I prefer to think of the Zorn 

palette as white plus the three 

primary co lours (where Ivory Black is 
the "blue"). As you'll see in the colour 

chart, the white alone can then be 

used to create the value scale. 

You could paint each colour on 

a separate canvas, with a dominant 
of each primary. I like to have the 

colours all on one colour chart on 

a single canvas, so that the value 
relationship can be compared across 

the chart. I find it easier to relate 

them this way. 

THE PROCESS 
Create a grid with six or seven boxes 

going down and 12 boxes across. 

Mark the boxes with your dominant 

colour first. When mixing paints, it 

isn't about mixing an exact amount of 

colour for each one, as some colours, 

like most reds, have a high tinting 

strength yet not a huge amount of 
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Yellow Ochre. Keep a different brush 

for each colour and add white as you 
proceed through the values. 

Creating a colour chart seems as if 

it should be so simple and yet all the 

usual complications arise: how to 

keep one's brushes clean, how to get 

the ratios of pigment correct, how to 

balance the paint being too oily or dry. 
Unless you are using a top-quality 

paint brand and you find the pigment 

too stiff, I would avoid using 
turpentine or linseed oil and instead 

apply the pigments neat. 

What I find fascinating and one of 
the hardest things about colour and 

colour mixing is that the addition of 

white does not simply lighten the 

pigment. White as a pigment also has 

its qualities and therefore it goes 

without saying that as we add white it 

is not just the value that changes but 

also the temperature and the chroma. 

When we are painting a portrait and 

we think the value is too dark, it is 

never so simple as just adding wh ite, 

as the temperature, the chroma, the 

opacity will also change. This is the 

body, whereas the opposite is true for same, as when our value appears > 
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too light, of course we can't just add 

black as every colour involves value, 

temperature and chroma. 

We now know there is a vast variety 

of colours (values, temperatures and 
chroma) available to us with just the 

mixing of the Hmited palette. Another 

nuance, which is not shown in the 

chart, is that the colour we see is 

dependent on its neighbouring colour. 

So, we see the red-white mix as a 
completely different colour if it is next 

to a yellow-black as opposed to a 

black-red. Having learnt to mix all the 

varieties of colour in the Zorn palette, 

we can easily adjust the colours 
depending on its neighbour. 

How many more varieties can we 

seem to create by neighbouring a 

contrasting colour or value? 

CONCLUSION 
The Zorn palette is best suited to 

portraits and figures. It's a fun test to 

use a Zorn palette for a still life as 

well though, where I know I could just 
dip into a Cadmium Yellow or Cobalt 

Blue and get the immediate effect 
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I want, but I am forced to create 
alternative solutions. Having to push 

myself to use the Zorn palette really 

helps me understand just how much 

we can manipulate the colours. 

Zorn's A Musical Family is a good 

example of just how vibrant he can 

make his colours appear. By using 

very pure pigments, next to 

contrasting values he has given us 

the whole gambit of the pote.ntial of 
the Zorn palette. Aside from Zorn, Girl 

with a Pearl Earring painter Johannes 

Vermeer and Scottish Romantic 

master Sir Henry Raeburn both jump 

out to me as artists whose work has 

a jewel-like quality and a richness of 

colour. Yet I think it is actually their 

limitation and control of colour that 

makes their paintings appear so rich. 

In the third article we will be looking 

at how to use the Zorn palette to 

paint a portrait, incorporating both 

last month's painting of the egg and 

the colour charts we made here. 
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ABOVE Anders 

Zorn, A Musical 

Family, 1905, 

oil on canvas, 

130x100cm 


